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Abstract. As mobile devices improve their performance in ubiquitous spaces, 
they have a variety of applications with more information. Active exploration 
follows for collecting and utilizing the information accumulated in ubiquitous 
environment. If user information in mobile devices can be summarized in a 
more intuitive and interesting form, like cartoon, it can help to share his experi-
ence with other people, and recall his meaningful memory. In this paper, we 
propose a method that organizes a story and generates cartoons using the infor-
mation collected in ubiquitous environment. We generate cartoons with Petri 
net-based method, which describes causal relationship between experienced 
events and the precondition of events. Mobile information used in the experi-
ment is collected from two female undergraduate students for two weeks. We 
confirm the potential of the proposed method for ambient intelligence through 
the analysis of the results. 

1   Introduction 

Recently, improved performance of mobile devices and increasing diversity in mo-
bile application allow us to accumulate user information in ubiquitous environ-
ments. There are also active research for collecting and exploiting the information. 
Raento et al. has developed a framework for gathering user information in smart 
phone [1]. This framework collects GSM Cell ID, Bluetooth, GPS records, tele-
phone call logs, short message service usages, multimedia and so on and sends them 
to server. The contexts in the research are used as annotations of picture or media. 
Panu et al. compiled logs and extracted features in mobile environment [2]. They 
used a mobile device with GPS device, microphone, temperature, moisture and 
illumination sensors. 

On the other hand, researchers tried to help user recall memory through using ubiq-
uitous information. Aizawa and Hori developed an application which recorded life-
log video using a small wearable camera and used ubiquitous information as a key to 
retrieve necessary part from video data [3]. Gemmell, Gordon and Lueder suggested a 
personal database system, MyLifeBits [4], which collected quite a lot of information 
about a person from SenseCam [5] and PC and also constructed personal database to 
find necessary information easily. 
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As quantity of the information grows larger, need for organization of accumulated 
information gets bigger. If we organize the ubiquitous information in a more intuitive 
and interesting form such as cartoon or narrative, it can help us recall our memory or 
share our interesting experience with others. 

Our previous work, AniDiary (Anywhere Diary), collects mobile contexts, infers 
memory landmarks and generates cartoons [6]. The cartoon represents memorable 
events in daily life. The system shows good performance with artificial data but it 
does not always produce good results with real life log. It has some problems such as 
repeated cartoons, lack of diversity of cartoons, and few generated cartoon. AniDiary 
generates a story of cartoons based on landmarks and the relationships between them 
in Bayesian networks. Landmark is connected to other landmarks or contexts with 
causal relationships. Because two or more landmarks associated with causality are 
similar semantically, character and background images of cartoons for the landmarks 
become similar, too. Moreover, it is difficult to generate different text messages for 
the cartoons.  

In this paper, we propose a Petri net-based method for organization of a story and 
generation of cartoons. Mobile contexts have fragmentary information collected in 
ubiquitous spaces. Enumeration of the information is not enough to generate a story. 
In order to generate an effective story, we define causal relationships between the 
information and organize them with prior knowledge. Here, we create a story from 
combination of various episodes. The episodes are described with causal relationships 
between experienced events and the precondition of them. An episode also can in-
clude undetected events which may happen.  

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the related works and 
our previous work, AniDiary. Section 3 explains the proposed method and then sec-
tion 4 describes experimental results. Finally, section 5 mentions summary and further 
studies. 

2   Related Works 

2.1   Ubiquitous Information Collection and Usage 

There are many studies in ubiquitous information collection. VTT research center 
presented a uniform framework of mobile software that provided systematic methods 
for acquiring and processing useful context information [7].The framework allowed 
people to recognize semantic contexts in real time and deliver contexts for the client 
applications in an event-based manner. Mantyjarvi developed adaptive UI application 
control using the framework and fuzzy context [8].  

Carnegie Mellon University built on SenSay, which was a context-aware mobile 
phone that adapted to dynamically changing environmental and physiological states 
[9]. It informed caller the status of SenSay user. University of Helsinki and Helsinki 
Institute for Information Technology developed Contextphone, which was a software 
platform that collected user contexts. It was provided as a set of open source C++ 
libraries and source code components [1]. 
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Most of the previous personal data management systems were using ubiquitous in-
formation as one of useful indexes. Context-based video retrieval system recorded 
life-log video with ubiquitous contexts, and used them to search parts of video [3]. 
People used contexts from wearable sensors for search, and then the system replies 
the candidates of video. MyLifeBits was an implementation of personal record data-
base system [4]. In this system, personal information collected from PC and Sense-
Cam were stored in a relational database system, MS SQL server, with relationships 
among personal information. 

2.2   AniDiary 

Our previous work, AniDiary, collected logs from smart phone and pre-processed 
logs [6]. It logged photographs, MP3 music files, short-message-service use, monitor-
ing phone's battery, call history and so on. Useful contexts were extracted from them 
through statistical analysis such as data frequency, intensity, lasted time, etc. It used 
modular Bayesian networks designed by domain ontology to find memorable events. 
These memorable events were named landmarks. We generated a story of cartoons as 
composition of the events. 

 

 

Fig. 1. System overview 
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3   The Proposed Method 

In this paper, we propose a method that generates a story using mobile contexts. The 
whole diagram of the cartoon generation system is depicted in Figure 1. The whole 
system consists of context collection, landmark inference, story generation and car-
toon visualization. In context collection stage, we collect logs from mobile device, 
preprocess logs and convert them to contexts. We infer user's emotions or activities 
through Bayesian network. Here, they are named landmarks. Context collection and 
landmark detection are the same as our previous work, AniDiary. The proposed me-
thod is alternative story generation presented in Figure 2. Our story generation con-
sists of 3 stages: episode selection, selected episodes connection and visualization 
using cartoons. 

3.1   Definition of Basic Concepts 

In this paper, 'story' is a sequence of events that can abstract user's daily life. Episode 
is a subsection of story, which has a topic related to a memorable event and various 
events. Landmark is user's memorable emotion or activity inferred from mobile con-
texts. Event is one of components of an episode, which represents human behavior or 
experience. Main event is an event that corresponds with a landmark. Episode is the 
kernel of our story generation system. Story has more than one episode. The topic of 
episode can be any of human's event or activity or experience. Table 1 shows exam-
ples of topic in an episode. We refer multilingual lexical semantic network [10] for 
the class and the topic.  

Table 1. Summary of basic concepts 

Classification Definition 
Story Abstraction of daily life, set of episodes 
Episode Subsection of story, set of events related to a topic 
Landmark Emotion or activity inferred from mobile context 
Event Human behavior or experience 
Main event An event that corresponds with a landmark 

Table 2. Classes and topics of episodes 

Class Topic 
Entertainment Soccer, basketball, baseball, game, etc. 
Travel / viewing Travel, dancing, drama, musical, etc. 
Workplace / school Retirement, vacation, graduation, etc. 
Military service Entrance, discharge, etc. 
Living / household chores Make up, bathing, meal, cleaning, etc. 
Business / trade Shopping, eye shopping, etc. 
Friendship / social gathering Farewell, reconciliation, competition, etc. 
Religion Worship, prayer, etc. 
Congratulation / funeral Marriage, divorce, funeral, etc. 
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Fig. 2. Story generation process 

Class

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3

Event 1 Event 2 Event 3 Event 4 Event 5 Event 6
 

Fig. 3. Hierarchy of topics and events 

3.2   Story Representation using Petri Net 

Representation of story needs the following prerequisites. First, story must be created 
from mobile contexts. Although the quantity of mobile contexts is large, there are a 
few contexts directly related to user's experience. Second, generated story coincides 
with user's experience. Therefore, we need to insert user's experience into story. 
Third, the method has ability to denote causal relationship between events in a story. 
We express a story as a network of events. 

Here, we use our own script in order to represent a story. It is based on Petri net 
[11]. Petri net is more effective for representing parallel events or various situations 
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formally than story grammar [12], story tree [13] and story graph [14]. Also, it is 
possible to diversify the flow of story easily as mobile contexts. 

Most script-based approach for story generation changes the flow of story in spe-
cific branch. Therefore, the flow of story is always linear. They have difficulties to 
generate various stories. In real life, more than two events often occur at the same 
time, but script-based methods generally cannot process it. Petri net can represent 
more than two parallel events that occur at the same time. 

In this paper, we define story as a connection of various episodes : Story = {Epi-
sode1, Episode2, ... , Episoden }. 

Petri net has ability enough to represent an episode, which can clearly describe 
temporal and causal relationship between events as well as preconditions related to 
user's context or previous event. It can also naturally express transmission of the re-
sult of an event by transferring tokens from result of the event to precondition of other 
events. Table 3 shows the components of Petri net in episode representation. 

Table 3. Elements of Petri net for episode representation 

Picture Name Description 

 
place 

Condition causally required by action or event. 
Result or status after the event. 

 transition User’s action or event. 

 arc (edge) 
Link between places and transitions. 
Representation of input or output functions which 
connect user's action and status. 

 token 
The representation of current status of episode. 
A mean for transmission of result of episode to poste-
rior episodes. 

 

Fig. 4. An example of episode represented using Petri net 
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Figure 4 is an example of an episode represented by Petri net. In Figure 4, the episode 
begins with inserting a token at the initial place in the episode. Main event is connected 
to topic of episode, which requires one or more landmarks. The result of previous epi-
sode changes the flow of current episode. Because the result of the previous episode 
changes the current flow, the whole story can be changed by user's previous experience. 
Finally, the result of current episode is stored by inserting tokens in result place.  

3.3   Modified Story Representation 

Episode represents events, conditions of occurring events, and result of events. Episode 
template has classification id of topic, unique id, episode name, landmark related to 
main event, branch of flow of story, and status of processing all events of an episode. 
 

Class = {ClassId, ClassName} 
Episode = {Class, EpisodeName, CoreSet, BranchSet, StatusSet, EventSet, ArcSet} 
 

When we use original Petri net for episode representation, all preconditions are place. 
However, it can be departmentalized to landmark, user context, result of episode, 
condition of event, result of episode, and precondition of selecting an event. 

Landmarks are used as precondition of occurring main event. We denote them as 
core node in the proposed method. The number of tokens in core node is the strength 
of influence of a landmark. 
 

CoreSet = {Core1, Core2, ..., Coren} 
Core = {EpisodeId, LandmarkName, NumToken} 

 
Result of previous episode affects divergence of current episode, which is status 

node in the method. The number of tokens in status node decides maintenance period 
of status in status queue. 
 

StatusSet = {Status1, Status2, ..., Statusn} 
Status = {EpisodeId, ResultName, NumToken} 

 

Status stored in status queue is used to branch story flow of posterior episode. Pos-
terior episode describes necessary information for branching story off. It is shown as a 
branch node. 
 

BranchSet = {Branch1, Branch2, ..., Branchn} 
Branch = {EpisodeId, StatusName} 

 

Sometimes, occurrence of more detailed event requires mobile contexts, such as 
place, human and so on. For example, ‘shopping in department’ requires place. Those 
events need a method to describe directly the conditions for context. It is context 
node. The number of tokens affects the strength of the context. 

ContextSet = {Context1, Context2, ..., Contextn} 
Context = {EpisodeId, ContextName, NumToken} 

Key factor of story is event. Other nodes such as status, core, branch, and context 
are precondition of occurrence of an event. Priority of event node decides which event 
occurs in a conflict condition.  
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EventSet = {Event1, Event2, Event3, ..., Eventn} 
Event = {EpisodeId, EventName, Priority} 

The priority of event is decided by the number of conditions for occurrence of the 
event. For example, when 'shopping with friends' and 'shopping' are detected at the 
same time, we decide to occur 'shopping with friends,' which requires one more con-
dition than 'shopping.' The condition is that the result of previous episode was 'meet-
ing with friends.' 

To sum up, place is a general condition for general event. Core is condition for main 
event connected to user's activity or emotion related to landmark. Status is storing result 
of a main event of an episode. Branch is story branch based on status of previous epi-
sode. Finally, context is condition directly related to mobile context extracted from 
statistical analysis of raw data. Table 4 summarizes condition of events in episode. 

Arc node connects event to preconditions. It has the same as arc in original Petri net. 

ArcSet = {Arc1, Arc2, ..., Arcn} 
ArcTemplate = {EpisodeId, ArcID, SrcType, SrcID, DstType, DstID} 

3.4   Selection and Connection of Episodes 

The first stage of story generation is selection of episode that represents user's experi-
ence based on landmarks. For selection, episode includes a main event related to a 
landmark. Figure 5 shows the structure of episode. In order to reflect user's experience 
collected from mobile device, an episode organizes causally connected events with a 
main event as the center. Episode can include undetected events as well as main event 
inferred from mobile context. It is necessary to include undetected events, which are 
able to occur causally, in episode for coherence of story. Undetected events help to 
make natural story. Result of selected episode affects posterior flow of episodes.  

Table 4. Preconditions for events in episode 

Name Meaning 
Place Premise or precondition for an event 
Core Precondition for a main event 
Status Result of a main event of an episode 
Branch Precondition for branching story 
Context Precondition for a more real event 

People experience various events in daily life. These events are independent and 
inconsistent. Therefore, a story consists of various episodes for abstraction of daily 
life. Selected episodes are connected with temporal sequence. Result of prior episode 
affects posterior episode. Because most script based approaches select current story 
branch by considering previous result. Once a branch is selected, prior result cannot 
affect any posterior episode. For example, story tree, one of script based approaches, 
connects leaf node of previous tree to root node of next tree. Result of previous tree 
can affect current story tree but not posterior tree. The proposed method uses status 
queue for storing results of episodes. Figure 6 shows the process of status transmis-
sion between episodes.  
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Fig. 5. Episode structure 

Episode 1 Episode 2 Episode 3 Episode 4

Result BranchStatus Queue

 

Fig. 6. Transmission of status between episodes 

3.5   Cartoon Generation 

Visualization for story helps user's intuitive understanding. Cartoon is generated by 
combination of character image, background image and text. Table 5 shows an exam-
ple of cartoon images of story of Figure 7. Visualized images are evaluated easily for 
subjective tests or comparison.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7. XML representation for story 

Main 
Event

Place 1 Event 1Place 2

Event 2Branch Event 3Place Status

Core

Land 
mark 

Result 

Episode

Prior
Result 

Context

Data

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="euc-kr"?> 
<events date="20060309"> 
<event name="go to movie theater by subway" /> 
<event name="watching movie" /> 
<event name="take a bus" /> 
<event name="shopping in mart" /> 
</events> 
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Table 5. An example of cartoons generated 

Going to Movie Watching movie Taking a bus Shopping 

  

4   Experimental Results 

4.1   Environment 

In this paper, we use landmarks and mobile contexts collected from two female un-
dergraduate students for two weeks [15]. They are used to select episodes and gener-
ate a story.  

Table 6 shows the summary of topics in 32 episodes. If prior episode and posterior 
episode are the same, a story includes the episode only one time and increases the 
influence of result of episodes. Also, a series of episodes without result are ignored. 
Subjects bring with smart phone connected to GPS device. They report visited places, 
activities, and emotion as the summary of daily life. 

Table 6. Topics of Episodes used in experiment 

No. Name No. Name 
1 Viewing 17 Cooking 
2 Using means of transportation 18 Exercise 
3 Traffic jam 19 Taking a photo of food 
4 Study at a late hour 20 Study while listening to music 
5 Dance hall 21 Using subway 
6 Meeting 22 Doze 
7 Taking a photo of goods 23 Taking a photo with joy 
8 Take a walk 24 Conversation by telephone 
9 Washing up 25 Annoyance SMS 
10 Take a photo of myself 26 Having tea 
11 Shopping 27 Using computer 
12 Taking lessons 28 Scenery place 
13 Spam SMS 29 Take a photo of scene 
14 Meal 30 Leisure hours 
15 Indoor exercise 31 Alone 
16 Eating out 32 Study alone 
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4.2   Results 

Table 7 is comparison between subject’s report and generated story on a specific day. 
That day, the subject takes an express bus and went to hometown. Time, place, and 
experience are extracted from the subject’s report. It shows generated cartoons and 
corresponding experience. Most trivial events such as conversation by telephone, 
short-message-service and listening music are not included in the user’s report. Sub-
jects tend to ignore them. They have more interests about event related to user’s activ-
ity or emotion. 

Table 7. Comparison between report and cartoon 

Time Place Experience Generated Cartoon 
00:40 Home Go to bed - 
12:00 Home Wake up - 
16:30 Bus station 1 Go to restaurant by bus - 
17:10 Restaurant Meal with family - 

18:30 Bus station 2 Go to subway station 

 

19:00 Subway station 1 Go to station near terminal - 

19:50 Subway station 2 
Arrive at the subway station 

2 
- 

20:05 Express terminal Go to hometown by express

 

20:40 Express terminal Traffic jam 

 

22:20 Hometown Arrive at hometown - 
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On the whole, generated cartoons are fewer than events in the report. Generated 
cartoons miss many events in report. It is due to insufficient contexts and lack of 
diversity of events in episodes. If user adaptive episodes are included, generated story 
has more events related to report and mirrors user’s daily life better. 

We calculate precision for checking coincidence between cartoon and user report. 
Cartoon consists of character’s activity and background place. If both activity and 
place of cartoon are coincident with the report, accuracies of the cartoon are evaluated 
as 1 point. If only one activity or place is accurate, we consider its accuracy as 0.5 
point.  

 
precision = sum of accuracy of cartoons / number of cartoons 

 

Subject 1’s precision is 27% and subject 2’s precision is 43%. If meaningless 
events such as SMS or telephone call are included, the precisions increase to 59% and 
67%, respectively. 

5   Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we attempt to create story and generate cartoons from mobile contexts. 
Story is a sequence of events with temporal or causal relationship. We propose a me-
thod that selects episodes and organizes them to a story. The experiments show the 
potential of the proposed method to generate story in real life log. Generated cartoons 
are compared with user’s report in precision. 

The method needs further improvements such as increase of types of context, accu-
racy of landmark detection, and the number of episodes supported. Also, we would 
enhance the episode composition algorithm. More contexts and episodes will improve 
the precision and diversity of generated cartoons. If user can design his own episode, 
it can help to generate a story appropriate to user’s preference. Finally, user modeling 
can also help user’s story. 
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